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Each passage provides students with many 
opportunities to practice summarizing.

10 DIFFERENTIATED PASSAGES
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TO PRACTICE SUMMARIZING
MULTIPLE PASSAGES



Quickly differentiate for your students 
based on word count and Lexile level. 

LEVELS OF EACH PASSAGE3
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DIFFERENTIATED
PASSAGES



SHORT-ANSWER 
QUESTIONS

Thoughtful multiple choice and short-answer 
questions. The questions become increasingly 

complex as you progress through the resource.



GRAPHIC

The graphic organizers provide students with a 
practical process to pull out important information 

from the text to easily write a summary.
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ORGANIZERS



ANALYZE 
SUMMARIES

Students have to identify different issues with a pre-
written summary like irrelevant details, opinions, not 

enough information, retelling events out of order, etc.



WRITE
SUMMARIES

Once students progress through this resource and become 
familiar with the summary-writing process, they remove the 

graphic organizer and write their own summary.



CRITIQUE
SUMMARIES

Additionally, students are asked to make increasingly-
detailed critiques of other summaries to identify issues 

and explain how to improve the summary.



SAME QUESTIONS FOR
EACH READING LEVEL

The questions are the same for 
each reading level of the passage.
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ANSWER KEYS 

Answer keys with detailed example responses 
are provided with every set of questions.
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There are so many ways you can use these 
passages and questions in your classroom.

MULTIPLE
CLASSROOM USES

- Guided reading
- Small groups
- Intervention
- Practice and re-teaching
- Reading mini-lessons
- Homework
- Morning work
- Formative assessments
- Summative assessments ©
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Do you need a paperless version? Assign the 
passages and questions on your digital 

platform.

DIGITAL OPTION
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GO 100% PAPERLESS



DIGITAL OPTION
SHORT

ANSWER 
RESPONSE

Students can read the passage, fill in the 
short-answer questions, and turn the 

assignment in digitally. 
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CLASSROOM
TESTED & APPROVED
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“ “I love Nannini's products! This was well done and helped me 
cover the standard while also being interesting and a great 
quality product. I have used this product many times with my 
students, and they are engaged! It is leveled perfectly. 

“ “I appreciate all of Ms. Nannini's products, this was well done and helped 
me cover the standard while also being interesting and a great quality 
product. I have used this product multiple times and think of it as a go to for 
meeting standards that are not covered thoroughly enough with my 
curriculum and/or enrichment for my small groups. Thank you!
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“ “This is great resource! I love how there were differentiated 
readings. My students were able to practice summarizing using 
a passage that was on their level. The stories are also very 
engaging! 

“ “The summary format made it easy for my students to see 
how to organize their summaries and exactly what to 
choose. I love the leveled text because they allowed all of 
my students to work independently.
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“ “I use this resource for extension work in my leveled reading groups. 
Because there are multiple levels of each passage, I can hand select 
which students need more practice with a specific topic of reading and 
use these engaging stories and reflection questions with them. I really like 
using this resource, and the stories are great! 

“ “I used this in a hybrid teaching situation to teach my students about 
summarizing. I LOVE the way the graphic organizer is laid out. It 
makes teaching how to write a summary paragraph really straight-
forward and easy. I also love the differentiated passages.
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BUNDLE

Cover all the essential fiction and 
informational text reading skills with 

these bundles. 

TO SAVE MONEY
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https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Reading-Comprehension-Passages-and-Questions-Fiction-BUNDLE-Reading-Strategies-3680278
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Reading-Comprehension-Passages-and-Questions-Nonfiction-Informational-Text-4526027



